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Contributions
•We study sub-linear time online Nyström approximation using

ridge leverage scores (RLS) [1] and prove sample size bounds in

terms of effective dimension [2].

•We extend these ideas to introduce a online sliding window kernel

approximation algorithm and also provide sample size bound in

terms of effective dimension.

•We further provide regret bound for exact kernel ridge regression

using the approximation algorithm for both unbounded and sliding

window scenarios.

Introduction
Online kernels are of particular interest to the community for their

short training time when new data arrive leading to very efficient and

highly scalable methods. These methods are extremely useful for

applications where data arrives sequentially and evolve dynamically.

The applications include but not limited to online spam detection and

advertising. Algorithms for approximating such kernels in context of

ridge regression have been studied in the literature most notably in

[3]. General data protection rules necessitates building models based

on only a snapshot of the available data has become extremely im-

portant. More importantly we want our approximation algorithms to

be robust to old data deletion and preferably would not want to re-

compute approximation using unimportant data. Measures like RLS

can help us identify important samples, we need a way to use them in

the sliding window framework. The effective dimension character-

izes the degrees of freedom of the KRR problem, and is equivalent to

the sum of RLS. Therefore ideally we would want to express approx-

imation guarantees of the algorithms in terms of effective dimension.

Setup
•Online ridge leverage score: lλi (Ki) def= (Ki(Ki + λI)−1)ii, for any

λ > 0, Ki = BiBT
i and Bi ∈ Ri×n.

•Approximate online ridge leverage score:

l̃λi = 3
2λKii − 3

2λ(KiSi(STi KiSi + λI)−1STi Ki)ii, which is equivalent

to 3
2b

T
i (BT

i SiSTi Bi + λI)−1bi, where Si is the sampling matrix.

•Reverse online ridge leverage scores:

ζji
def= min{bTj (MT

jiMji + λI)−1bj, 1}, where Kτ
i is anti-diagonal

transpose of Ki, Kτ
i = MiMT

i , and Mji consists of first j rows of

Mi.

•Approximate reverse online ridge leverage scores:

ζ̃ji = min( 3
2λ(Kτ

i − (Kτ
iSi(STi Kτ

iSi + λI)−1STi Kτ
i ))jj, 1), where Si

is the sampling matrix.

•Effective dimension: dieff
def= tr(Ki(Ki + λI)−1). It is essentially the

optimal rank required to achieve an approximation K̃i with

‖Ki − K̃i‖2 ≤ λ.

Results
•Spectral approximation guarantee (unbounded setting). If we

sample data points using probability equal to min(cl̃λi , 1), it holds

with probability 1− 1
n2 that for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

1
2
(BT

i Bi + λI) � BT
i SiSTi Bi + λI � 3

2
(BT

i Bi + λI).

•Sample size bound (unbounded setting). Let s be the number of

non-zero entries in Sn, with probability ≥ 1− 2/n2,

s = O
dλeff · log(n) log

‖K‖
λ

+ 1
 ,

where dλeff is the effective dimension of the final kernel matrix

K ∈ Rn×n.

Our Results contd...

Algorithm 1 ONLINE SLIDING WINDOW

1: If oldest data older than window length W , delete it from
the landmark sample set.

2: Add newest data to the list of landmark points.
3: Compute the reverse leverage score of other points in the

landmark sample set.
4: Choose to keep samples with probability min(cζ̃ji, 1).

•Sample size bound (windowed setting). Let s be the number of
samples chosen using Algorithm 1, then with probability 1− 1

W 2,

s = Θ(dλeff · log(W ) log
‖K‖

λ
+ 1

).

•Regret bound for KRR. Let w∗ optimize the oracle algorithm, the
regret bound is given by,

Rn ≤ λ‖w∗‖2
2 + dλeff,

where dλeff is the effective dimension of K in case of the unbounded
window and Kn in case of the sliding window.

Future Work
•Tighter bound for online sliding window regret for ridge

regression.
•Application areas for sliding window algorithm.
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